Squeeze or not to squeeze? That is the question.

How do your customers dispense their e-juice?

Carow Packaging offers all of the industry accepted refill systems.

**Squeezable System**
- LDPE or PET bottle
- E-liquid tip
- 5 cap options
- Economical

**Non Squeezable System**
- Glass bottle
- Dropper pipette
- 3 cap options
- High-end look

Fill the marketplace with e-juice packaging from Carow

Whether shopping for an economical solution or high-end look,

Carow Packaging offers a variety of e-liquid systems. Just choose the following:

1. Dispensing format: pipette or e-liquid tip
2. Bottle type: Boston Round in cobalt, amber or flint for the pipette; PET or LDPE for e-liquid tip
3. Cap: regular, tamper-evident or push-turn/tamper-evident

You're done. Let Carow navigate it from here!
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Carow offers three systems to meet your e-juice refill packaging needs.

**LDPE System**

- **Bottle:** 10, 15 and 30ml standard
- **Tip:** E-liquid dispensing tip
- **Cap:** Regular, or certified child resistant

A soft, translucent, bottle with a long, thin tip makes for a squeezable and economical option.

**PET System**

- **Bottle:** 5, 10 and 15ml standard
- **Tip:** E-liquid dispensing tip
- **Cap:** Push-turn/tamper-evident

A clear PET bottle and a long, thin tip provide a squeezable yet professional look.

**Glass System**

- **Bottle:** 5, 10, 15 and 30ml standard
  - Other sizes available
  - Amber, cobalt and flint
- **Dropper:** Glass or plastic
- **Cap:** Regular, tamper-evident, push-turn/tamper-evident

A glass bottle and dropper pipette combine to make a high-end package with substantial hand feel.

*Fillers are required by the CPSC to provide their own independent testing.*